« Under the Stars Keyi
Yovikamba - Buruxa
Camp »
Under the Stars Camp "Kehi Yovikamba - Buruxa Camp" is located in the heart of the
new Buruxa Camp tent camp.
It is only 1h10 from the famous Twyfelfontein site in the mountainous region of
Damaraland.
Its wild nature, its torn landscapes and vast expanses, unfolding to infinity, maintain its
mysterious character and make it the most fascinating place of Namibia.
Under The Stars "Kehi Yovikamba - Buruxa Camp" awaits travelers with a curious soul
wishing to make an off-the-beaten-track experience, in contact with the elements and
an omnipresent nature. It will be perfect for explorers en route between Swakopmund
and Twyfelfontein wishing to take full advantage of these stages.
Live a unique experience in harmony with nature, great imperial mistress of this southern
land. Enjoy the swimming pool built in the heart of the mountains.
Our "Deluxe" tents get the essential modern comfort to welcome our guests, while
raising awareness of the "eco-responsible" nature of the place. You will have enough
hot water. The equipment is partly made of local waste materials and the lighting is
provided in part by the contribution of solar energy.
The camp provides dinner, accommodation with breakfast (possible option for lunch too).
Our table is inspired by Namibian cuisine. Our chef will make you discover the specialties
of the region (grilled kudu or oryx meats, sweet potatoes ..).

From the corner of your terrace or by the fireside, you will undoubtedly have the chance
to see some animal species, sometimes nocturnal, often discreet nevertheless very
present in the surrounding bush.
Seize the moment through the experience of our tents ...
Nous sommes en Namibie…

At your disposal:

-

22 canvas tents of 15m² each with 6 windows
2 fixed beds with metal structures
Thick bed base
Bedding with sheets, duvet and double pillow
Nightstands
Two towels per person
One plaid per person
Bathroom in suite of 12m2
Individual washbasin available in each tent
Individual shower with hot water available per room
1 sanitary per tent
Welcome products (shampoo, shower gel, washing cream for hands)
Mirror of courtesy
12m2 wooden deck with safari canvas table and chairs
Rechargeable solar lights in each tent
Restaurant in the heart of the camp, open on the desert
Electric battery for charging
Solar lighting throughout the camp
4x6m pool
Discovery of bush meat specialties made over a wood fire (Oryx, Kudu ...)
Bar at your disposal (water, beers, sodas, wine, local alcohol ...) payable on the
spot
Possibility of campfires
Relaxation area
Local team available 24 hours a day

Breakfast: Hot breakfast consisting of scrambled eggs, bacon, sausage; cold breakfast
offering fresh fruit, breads, butter, jams, cereals, rusks, tea, coffee, milk and sugar.

Dinner: Buffet barbecue which contains a selection of 2 appetizers / salads, a choice
between 2 bush meats (kudu, oryx, pork chop depending on arrival) served with
potatoes, corn, vegetables, and to finish a dessert . Possibility of special menus.

Location:

The camp is seattlead at 01h10 from Twyfeilfontein site, crossing D2612 and C35 road
(S20°42.37.948’ E14°50’31.697)
GPS coordinates: S20°43.256’ E14°51.034’
**Arrival before 05pm *

Tents :

Sanitary facilities :

Environment & communal areas ::

Leisures :
Sundowner sur les hauteurs du Damaraland
If you wish, we can organized aperitive on the heights of
Damaraland can be organized at the camp.

Elephants tracking
Go on an adventure with a guide to meet the elephants, on the assumption
that they are close enough to the camp. You will learn to find traces of
these wonderful creatures and other bush secrets
Guided walk to the village
You can spend a few hours learning more about the local culture while
strolling through the incredible surroundings
Twyfelfontein
The discovery of this parietal gallery will allow you to understand how our
ancestors lived more than 6000 years ago. Sightseeing to do absolutly!!
Scenic Game Drive
You will take the road to roam around and observe zebras, elephants,
giraffes and other large mammals. (About 3 hours)
Petrified Forest
Discover fossilized trees dating back millions of years. They shelter a
steppe of some fifty tree trunks dating from more than 260 million years
Burnt Mountain
A few miles from Twyfelfontein is the Burnt Mountain; A volcanic chain
stretching over 12kms, in a landscape completely devoid of human
population. The lights are stunning at dawn or late afternoon.
Star Gazing
The camp will offer you the opportunity to observe a sky of incomparable
purity. A view of the Milky Way that you will not see anywhere else! One of
our specialists will invite you to discover the secrets of our solar system.
Namibian Songs, Tales & Legends
Africa is primarily characterized by its oral tradition. You will have the
opportunity to immerse yourself immediately to the sound of Africa with
songs or tales offered by our team on site.

